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1. About BPI
Founded in 1993, the Building Performance Institute (BPI) is the nation's premier certification and
standard-setting organization for home performance professionals. BPI is accredited by the American
National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI) as a developer of American National Standards and as a
certifying body for personnel credentials. BPI develops the technical standards for home energy audits
and for energy efficiency, health, and safety improvements. From these standards, BPI develops
rigorous written and field exams resulting in one of BPI’s 14 professional certifications.
BPI also offers 3 programs (BPI GoldStar Contractor for companies, Rating Program for raters, and BPI
Product Listing for manufacturers) and 3 certificates (Building Science Principles, Healthy Housing
Principles, and the Site Supervisor Certificate). BPI Certified Professionals hold over 18,000 active
certifications supported by over 100 BPI Test Centers and 250 Proctors. BPI has BPI Goldstar
Contractors across the country.
BPI is a 501(c)3 corporation registered in the state of New York. The corporation was incorporated on
January 18, 1996 and the corporation number is 14-1789014.The objective of the corporation is to
provide credentialing for individuals and corporations involved in the residential retrofit industry. BPI is
headquartered in Saratoga Springs, NY.

2. Introduction to the BPI GoldStar Contractor Program
The BPI GoldStar Contractor program is a contractor of excellence program focused on integrating
quality control systems into companies’ existing business processes to help solve their most persistent
internal problems. By reducing waste and improving operational efficiencies, contractors are better able
to provide high quality home performance services to customers, and build profits. Becoming a BPI
GoldStar Contractor offers companies engaged in home improvement and home inspection related
activities a competitive advantage, by helping them develop a reputation for consistently high-quality
home performance services to customers.
Participation in the BPI GoldStar Contractor program is voluntary. BPI is committed to working with
contractors as they develop a companywide Quality Management System (QMS) that works for them,
and asks that each company make the same commitment to the process. A Quality Management
System is an internationally recognized management approach for integrating quality controls within
business processes, based on the ISO family of standards.
An integral part of creating such systems in the world of home performance is a commitment to follow
BPI’s standards of building science where applicable, to help solve customers’ home performance
problems. BPI GoldStar Contractors employ BPI certified staff, both to educate customers about the
value of whole house improvements and to ensure that the systems of the home operate in a way that
protects the health and safety of occupants and durability of the structure.
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3. Requirements to Become a BPI GoldStar Contractor
All required information, payment and documentation must be submitted prior to the BPI GoldStar
Contractor Agreement being finalized. While it is preferable to submit all documentation at one time,
you will be allowed thirty (30) days from the time that BPI receives your first document, to complete the
process.
Your organization must have the following for eligibility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FEIN and provide a copy of DBA, if using
One (1) staff member that holds an active BPI Certification in either the Building Analyst
Professional or Energy Auditor designation
General Liability Certificate of Insurance in the amount of $1 million dollars (minimum)
Workers’ Compensation Certificate of Insurance
Licensing and bonding as required by governing jurisdiction
Customer Dispute Resolution Policy1
Annual records of calibration for diagnostic equipment (available upon request)
Maintain records on data collection
Ability to perform work according to BPI National Standards
Ability to provide job specific information electronically to BPI upon request
Ability to receive electronic notifications from BPI

When required, agree to pay all expenses incurred for any in-field Quality Assurance inspections that
BPI deems necessary.2

3.1. Submit BPI GoldStar Contractor Application
•
•
•
•
•

Complete each section and include full legal names
Submit a copy of the DBA provided by your state if you are using a DBA
Submit the Customer Dispute Resolution Policy on your organization’s letterhead
List each staff member who holds active BPI Certification(s)
Submit the application electronically to GoldStar@bpi.org, or by conventional mail to:
Building Performance Institute, Inc.
Attn: BPI GoldStar Contractor Program
63 Putnam Street, Suite 202
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

•
•

1
2

Please be prepared to notify BPI of any changes to your account via email to GoldStar@bpi.org
Submit payment of the non-refundable application fee, renewable each January of the following
year, according to the BPI GoldStar Contractor Fee Schedule.

BPI provides a template for the Customer Dispute Resolution Process within the application
As required due to customer, program, or other complaint submitted to BPI
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3.2. General Liability Certificates of Insurance
•
•
•

Your organization must have a minimum amount of $1,000,000.00 (one million dollars) in
liability coverage
Your company name and address must match what is on the BPI GSC Application
BPI must be listed as a Certificate Holder (Appendix C): Building Performance Institute, Inc. 63
Putnam Street, Suite 202, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Note: BPI does not need to be listed as additionally insured, only as a Certificate Holder

•

You must ensure that your insurance documents stay current. If the covered period ends prior to
your annual renewal date, you must submit updated proof of coverage to BPI at
GoldStar@bpi.org. Failure to keep proof of insurance current may result in a corrective action.

3.3. Workers’ Compensation Certificate of Insurance
•
•

Your company name and address must match what is on the BPI GSC Application
BPI must be listed as a Certificate Holder (Appendix C): Building Performance Institute, Inc. 63
Putnam Street, Suite 202, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Note: BPI does not need to be listed as additionally insured, only as a Certificate Holder

•
•

If, by law, your company is not required to carry Workers’ Compensation Insurance, you must
provide BPI with proof of exemption
You must ensure that your insurance documents stay current. If the covered period ends prior to
your annual renewal date, you must submit updated proof of coverage to BPI at
GoldStar@bpi.org. Failure to keep proof of insurance current may result in a corrective action.

3.4. Fee Schedule
The initial application fee and annual fee thereafter to participate in the BPI GoldStar Contractor
Program is $1200.00. Depending on the month you apply, the fee will be prorated. Please see the
schedule below for the amount you will be required to pay. The PayPal button on the application is
updated on the first of every month to reflect the correct prorated amount to be paid.
Application and annual fees are non-refundable.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

Fee
$1200.00
$1100.00
$1000.00
$900.00
$800.00
$700.00
$600.00
$500.00
$400.00
$1500.00 – fee includes payment for the remainder of the calendar year (Oct-Dec), plus the
full annual fee for the following year (Jan-Dec)
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November
December

$1400.00 – fee includes payment for the remainder of the calendar year (Nov-Dec), plus the
full annual fee for the following year (Jan-Dec)
$1300.00 – fee includes payment for the remainder of the calendar year (Dec), plus the full
annual fee for the following year (Jan-Dec)

*Any company applying in October, November, or December will not receive a renewal invoice for the
following year due to the fee collected for proration.
*The fee schedule above does not reflect the monthly subscription option.
Fees may be paid in the following manner:
•
•
•
•

Pay annual fee in full by using the PayPal link on the application, OR
Submit credit card information on the application, OR
Mail a check or money order with the application and corresponding documents, OR
Subscribe for monthly payments through PayPal by using the link on the application

For monthly payments, a company may use the subscription link on the application and is required to
set up an automatic monthly deduction of $100.00 by credit card or an ACH monthly withdrawal.
Monthly deductions through your PayPal account will continue until cancelled by the account holder
through PayPal. Please contact BPI prior to cancellation of the subscription. BPI will not provide any
invoice associated with this service.
If, for any reason, your monthly payment is not made, as a one-time courtesy, your organization will
have thirty (30) days to submit the past due payment. Any payments not made after thirty (30) days will
result in the deactivation of your BPI GoldStar Contractor status. To reinstate your GSC status, you will
be required to pay the remaining annual balance in full and will not be permitted to use the monthly
subscription option.

4. BPI GoldStar Contractor Program Participation
Once the application requirements have been met, a company representative will receive a link to
participate in a BPI GoldStar VIMEO session which explains the following details of the program:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to a personal Client Relations Representative (CRR) to assist with any questions
company staff may have regarding the BPI GoldStar Contractor program, BPI standards,
certifications or other matters.
Completion of a companywide assessment survey (GoldStar/QMS) to assist in developing a
training program specific to their needs (Survey must be completed within ten (10) business
days of receipt)
Business to business mentoring
Participation in BPI hosted business and quality management webinars and seminars
Discounts on new BPI certifications
Discounts on the Building Science Principles (BSP) reference guide and exam
Completion of applicable work to BPI national standards
Continued compliance with insurance requirements
Updating contact information and staffing information as needed
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5. BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement
Once all requirements are met, the final legal agreement for the BPI GoldStar Contractor Program will
be created by BPI with your individual organization’s information as provided by you and incorporated
into the Agreement.
Requirements:
•
•
•
•

Application and all applicable documentation is received
Review of the GoldStar VIMEO session and completion of the GoldStar survey, which includes
QMS
Review the GoldStar Agreement and submit the signature pages
When BPI receives the completed signature pages, the account will be activated and you will
receive a copy of the fully executed BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement

6. Training Categories
Quality Management: Training focuses on the fundamentals of creating a quality management system
(QMS) tailored to the needs of each company, and developing business management, HR, accounting,
sales and marketing skills structured for the home performance industry.
Standards & Management: Training focuses on the development of company-wide and department
specific quality control processes, together with standards, policies, procedures and protocols that are
meaningful and useful to address the particular challenges faced by each contracting company.
Management: Training focuses on further integrating quality control processes in all departments, and
refining the overall continuous improvement process in all areas to maximize customer and employee
satisfaction.
Training may be conducted via webinars, seminars or other formats as approved by BPI.

6.1. Business-to-Business Mentoring
Existing BPI GoldStar Contractors with experience in business and quality management and the home
performance industry have valuable expertise to share, and may wish to assist other contractors by
becoming mentors. Mentors receive official BPI recognition of being a mentor on BPI’s website, as well
as CEUs toward BPI certifications. Mentoring is completed in a method agreed to by and scheduled
between the mentor and the mentee.
A company may apply to provide business-to-business mentoring, and receive CEUs and recognition
by BPI as a mentor. Mentoring focuses on business and quality management systems, and sales and
marketing strategies. Companies may choose to mentor within or outside of their own service area.
Those applying must submit additional information to satisfy requirements for mentoring, and agree to
the following:
•

Commit to 2.5 hours/month of business-to-business mentoring per 6-month cycle; and
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•
•

Commit to participating in two (2) contractor educational seminars/webinars annually, or;
Commit to two (2) consumer educational seminars annually

Mentors receive the following benefits:
•
•

5 CEUs for each 6-month cycle of mentoring (max 15 CEUs per 3-year certification cycle)
Recognition that the company is a BPI business-to-business mentor on the BPI website

7. Logins and Passwords for BPI GoldStar Contractor Account
A GoldStar Contractor representative (primary contact) will receive and safeguard a unique login ID and
password to access their BPI GoldStar Contractor account via www.bpi.org. This information will be
considered business confidential and will only be delivered to the intended individual (primary contact).

8. BPI GoldStar Contractor Benefits
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Free priority placement on BPI’s contractor search locator tool found on BPI’s Consumer site at
www.bpihomeowner.org and BPI’s Industry Professional site at www.bpi.org.
Marketing Support: BPI GoldStar Contractor Google Adwords search engine and display
advertising campaign
Access to BPI’s QMS micro site, a storehouse of practical templates, sample policies and
spreadsheets, videos, articles and other tools contractors use to incorporate quality processes
into day-to-day operations, tailored to the home performance industry
Free marketing materials made available to our Goldstar Contractors by BPI and Home
Performance with Energy Star. Co-branding materials available in the BPI GoldStar Contractor
Account as well as the BPI GoldStar Store.
Direct Access to BPI Client Relations Representative (CRR)
Receive assistance in developing a business enhancement plan
Free and reduced rates on trainings through participating partners on business and quality
management and sales and marketing topics
Free business-to-business mentoring by BPI GoldStar Contractors
Guidance on finding technical training and CEU offerings for technical staff
Video snipets about various technical and business categories available through the BPI
GoldStar Contractor account
Three (3) $100 rebates (up to $300 total, per calendar year) to be used towards new
certification exam fees, certification renewal fees, or conference fees for technical staff (eligible
proof must be provided)
20% discount off Building Science Principles (BSP) reference guide and online exam for staff

9. Contractor Obligations
•

Adhere to BPI’s policies and procedures of the BPI GoldStar Contractor Program and to
complete work in accordance with BPI Standards, where applicable
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must have at least one individual on staff with either BPI’s Building Analyst Professional or
Energy Auditor certification. (Obtaining the Energy Auditor certification will automatically award
the Building Analyst Professional certification.)
Must have a Customer Dispute Resolution Policy on file
Implement a standardized data collection system (paper or electronic)
Maintain checklist or documented sign off on all completed work
Maintain records of calibration for diagnostic equipment as required by manufacturer
Demonstrate proof of licensing, bonding, and insurance as required by the state
Completion of the QMS survey to identify the educational needs in business, quality
management, sales and marketing practices as part of the application process
Provide BPI specific job information electronically upon request
When required, agrees to pay a standardized fee for in-field Quality Assurance inspections on
per inspection basis*
* Only as required due to customer, program or other complaint submitted to BPI

Note: All contractor obligations must be completed in order to take advantage of the BPI GoldStar
Contractor benefits.

9.1. BPI GoldStar Contractor Code of Ethics
BPI’s GoldStar Contractor Code of Ethics sets forth principles and rules of conduct enforced by BPI
through specific procedures contained in its policies and procedures for each party in the BPI network.
This Code of Ethics provides the national minimum ethical requirements applicable to BPI GoldStar
Contractors providing home performance services and their representatives and may be augmented by
additional ethics code requirements as required by any other authority under whose jurisdiction
services are being provided.
Principle 1: Professional Conduct
•

BPI GoldStar Contractors and their staff will conduct themselves in an ethical and professional
manner in their business practices.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors are committed to objectivity and neutrality in conducting their
business or comprehensive assessment, and in making any recommendations, with an
emphasis on providing recommendations for a full suite of improvements to improve the energy
efficiency of the home and the comfort, health and safety of occupants.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors are not to engage in any speech or conduct that is detrimental to the
reputation or the best interests of BPI, other home performance contractors, or the profession or
services, or other contractors.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall report to BPI any known fraudulent activity conducted by other
BPI GoldStar Contractors or BPI Certified Professionals.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors will not falsely report fraudulent activity.
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•

BPI GoldStar Contractors are required to maintain their credentials and professional
qualifications and abide by all applicable agreements, rules, regulations, or laws within their
jurisdiction.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors will not disclose information concerning the audit or home energy
assessments for a specific home to parties other than the client or the client's agent unless
granted permission. The exception is when the contractor is reporting data for the
comprehensive assessment and associated improvements as required by BPI policies and
procedures, applicable to their classification for the purposes of generating a comprehensive
workscope and contract.

Principle 2: Representations of Services and Fees
•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall make no false or misleading representations regarding their
services or qualifications.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall fully disclose all applicable charges, as well as the general
scope of and deliverables of services, prior to conducting a home energy audit, home energy
assessment or completing services for recommended improvements.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall not commit fraud including but not limited to their customers,
consumers, or programs.

Principle 3: Full Disclosure
•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall avoid conflicts of interest, and if a potential or actual conflict of
interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest exists, it shall be fully disclosed to interested
parties at the earliest opportunity.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall not accept compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than
one interested party for the same service without the consent of all interested parties.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall inform their clients of their particular offerings and related
business interests in advance of performing any rating, audit or home energy assessment.

•

BPI GoldStar Contractors shall not allow an interest in any business to affect the results of the
rating/home energy assessment.

10.

BPI Standard Obligations

1. Review and evaluate candidate applications: BPI will review candidate applications as they
are received and provide feedback on any deficiencies in the application that need to be
corrected prior to granting the company or organization BPI GoldStar Contractor status. Once
the application and all of its requirements have been met, and the fee paid, BPI will prepare a
BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement for counter-signature by the company’s representative.
2. Offer individual credentialing services consistent with the certification model: BPI
develops individual professional certifications for a variety of building performance roles,
including but not limited to Building Analyst, Envelope, Heating, Air Conditioning & Heat Pump,
Manufactured Housing, Infiltration & Duct Leakage (IDL), Healthy Home Evaluator (HHE), and
GoldStar Contractor Program Policies and Procedures
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Air Leakage Control Installer (ALC). BPI incorporates the BPI Standards of Reference and the
testing knowledge lists in the applicable Scheme Handbooks that assist candidates in
understanding the scope of written and field testing for each of these BPI certifications. For our
Home Energy Professional (HEP) certifications, BPI incorporates the Knowledge, Skills and
Abilities in the designated Home Energy Professional Scheme Handbook that can provide
candidates an understanding of the scope for the online and field exams. BPI aligns its written
and field practical testing to its knowledge base.
3. Develop marketing campaigns to educate consumers about the value of BPI GoldStar
Contractors and whole house home performance contracting: BPI supports its BPI
GoldStar Contractors with an integrated consumer marketing campaign, including Google
Adwords search engine and display advertising that drives homeowners to our contractor
locator tool at www.bpi.org where they can search for contractors by zip code.
a. BPI will create a dedicated consumer website to educate the public on the value of BPI
GoldStar Contractors and house-as-a-system and home performance. The site will
include a section that leads to the contractor locator, videos, case studies and other
resources.
4. Develop educational resources that will help BPI GoldStar Contractors succeed in their
home performance business activities: BPI has created a QMS microsite, a storehouse of
practical templates, sample policies and spreadsheets, videos, articles and other tools
contractors use to incorporate quality processes into day-to-day operations, tailored to the home
performance industry. BPI regularly adds content to this resource from articles contributed to
BPI’s newsletter, Performance Matters, by experts in the industry, as well as from video
recordings of BPI webinars on business management in home performance.
5. Technical Resources: BPI develops standards under the guidance of an open, consensusbased Standards Technical Committee. Subject matter experts from across the building
industry participate in the development and ongoing maintenance of BPI standards that BPI
GoldStar Contractors agree to conform to.
6. Dispute Resolution: BPI will work in good faith with BPI GoldStar Contractors to resolve any
dispute concerning the GoldStar Contractors Agreement or either party's respective obligations
through an acceptable alternative dispute resolution procedure. In the event the parties are
unable to agree upon an acceptable alternative dispute resolution procedure, the parties agree
that any dispute remaining unresolved shall be resolved exclusively by binding arbitration before
one single arbitrator, under the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Judgment on any
arbitration award rendered in accordance with this section shall be final and binding on all
parties. BPI and the BPI GoldStar Contractors waive their right to initiate legal proceedings or
other legal remedies, including, but not limited to, injunctive relief and monetary damages, in
any court, except to the extent it is required to enforce the arbitration award; provided, however,
that either party may seek temporary injunctive relief in a court of competent jurisdiction before
proceeding to any alternate dispute resolution procedure.
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7. Disputes: BPI will limit its participation in disputes between BPI GoldStar Contractors and their
customers. BPI will ensure that the BPI GoldStar Contractor is performing its work in
conformance with the BPI standards when applicable to the Policies and Procedures. This will
be verified through the BPI GoldStar Contractors Quality Assurance Program.
8. Cancellation: BPI GoldStar Contractors may cancel participation in the BPI GoldStar
Contractor Program at any time, and will continue to be listed on BPI’s contractor locator tool
through the end of the billing period that has been paid. To cancel, send an email to
GoldStar@bpi.org informing BPI that you wish to cancel your participation. You will receive a
confirmation email from BPI.
9. BPI Brand: BPI GoldStar Contractors shall be granted non-exclusive rights to use the
appropriate BPI brand under the terms of the BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement and in
accordance with the BPI Brand Use Policies and Procedures available from BPI in connection
with marketing and other prepared materials.
10. Quality Assurance: If enhanced Quality Control Program assistance is requested or if
additional QA is required based on unacceptable QA results that require mitigation, additional
fees for this consulting service will be charged to the GoldStar Contractor along with BPI's outof-pocket costs for travel and per diem.

11.

BPI GoldStar Contractor Program Renewals

The GoldStar Contractor is responsible for submitting payment of the renewal fee. In November of each
year you will be invoiced for the annual fee required to maintain your status as a BPI GoldStar
Contractor for the following year.
If payment has not been received by the invoice due date, the contracting company will be deactivated
and removed from the BPI website and will not be eligible to receive BPI GoldStar Contractor program
benefits.
Contractors subscribing to monthly billing will renew automatically. This plan does not include an
expiration date from BPI. The contractor must contact BPI in writing by email or mail of plans to
discontinue BPI GoldStar Contractor services thirty (30) days prior to terminating their agreement and
fee disbursement to BPI.
If, for any reason, your monthly payment is not made, your organization will have thirty (30) days to
make the missed payment. Any payments not made after thirty (30) days will result in the deactivation
of your GoldStar Contractor status. To reinstate your GSC status, you will be required to pay the
remaining annual balance in full and will not be allowed to use the monthly subscription option.
Proof of current General Liability and Workers Compensation or waiver is required in order to maintain
participation. If the policy expires, the contractor is required to submit an updated insurance certificate.
If participation is no longer desired, the contractor may not represent its company as a BPI GoldStar
Contractor in any manner, and the company will no longer be provided BPI GoldStar Contractor
program benefits.
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12.

Corrective Action for BPI GoldStar Contractors

If a BPI GoldStar Contractor does not comply with the guidelines set forth in this Policy and Procedures
document, corrective action will be implemented. Please note that depending on the severity of the item
in question, corrective action, suspension and/or termination may not always follow the order of the
listing below and is at the sole discretion of BPI.
Items that may need corrective action (this list is not inclusive of all scenarios):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homeowner complaint
Program complaint
Violation of the BPI GoldStar Contractor Policies and Procedures
Violation of the BPI GoldStar Contractor Code of Ethics
Failure to comply with BPI to resolve an issue
Failure to submit required documents (QMS Survey, insurance documents, etc.)
Violation of BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreements

Corrective Action
•
•
•

•

BPI will notify BPI GoldStar Contractors by email when in breach and will detail how to resolve
the issue
BPI GoldStar Contractors will have 15 days to rectify or respond to a corrective action
If corrective action issues are not resolved within 15 days, the BPI GoldStar Contractor will be
placed on probation for a period of time to be determined by BPI and will be removed from the
BPI website immediately
If BPI does not receive a response in the allotted timeframe, the BPI GoldStar Contractor will be
placed on suspension and will be removed from the BPI GoldStar Contractor program for a
period of time to be determined by BPI

Grounds for Termination
•
•
•

The BPI GoldStar Contractor is involved in fraud, unethical business practices, criminal actions
or anything that BPI deems a violation worth terminating
The BPI GoldStar Contractor does not respond or try to resolve a corrective action within 45
days of original notification
The BPI GoldStar Contractor repeats or accumulates multiple corrective actions

*If a BPI GoldStar Contractor is terminated from the program, a new application may not be submitted
until one (1) year after termination. Once the application is reviewed, BPI may recommend additional
steps (training, process and/or policy improvements, etc.) before the contractor is approved to
participate in the program. BPI reserves the right to refuse any applicant who has been previously
terminated from the program.
Appeals of Termination
•

If the contractor wants to appeal the termination, the contractor is required to submit an appeal
in writing requesting a review of the termination. The appeal must contain specific supporting
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•

13.

information, based on the items in the notification of termination, to substantiate why BPI should
overturn the decision.
BPI will review the appeal and respond within thirty (30) days.

Change of Information

BPI GoldStar Contractors who change their legal address, contact information or changes in staffing
with regard to certification must notify BPI in writing within thirty (30) days of the change. This shall be
done by sending a Database Information Sheet (Appendix D) via email to GoldStar@bpi.org, or by mail
to:
Building Performance Institute, Inc.
Attn: GoldStar Contractor Program
63 Putnam Street, Suite 202
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

14.

Disclosure of Information

BPI GoldStar Contractors will provide BPI with access to certain records or data that substantiate their
compliance with BPI’s GoldStar Contractor Agreement and related work volume upon request.

14.1. Disclosure and Ethics
As a BPI GoldStar Contractor, all members of the company will be professional and work in an ethical
manner at all times.
The contractor shall provide:
1. Clear and accurate information on home performance upgrades and health and safety
improvements.
2. Disclosure of any current or potential conflict of interest of the company.
3. Disclosure of any products and services that the company provides.

15.

Quality Assurance (QA)

Contractors participating in the BPI GoldStar Contractor program agree to complete home performance
work in accordance with BPI standards, where applicable. Contractors must verify they have or will
implement a standardized data collection system (paper or electronic), and will use documented sign
off forms or checklists on all completed work. The contractor agrees to maintain records of calibration of
diagnostic equipment where applicable.
BPI will periodically perform a data review of a random sample of jobs completed. This will be a desk
audit of data only, and will not include a field inspection or in-person review at that time. In-field QA
inspections may be conducted under the following circumstances:
•

The desk audit justifies further review;
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•
•

BPI is contacted by Program Administrators regarding issues related to a contractor’s
performance;
BPI is contacted by a contractor’s customer regarding issues related to a contractor’s
performance.

If an in-field QA inspection is justified upon further review of, but not limited to, one the occurrences
above BPI will conduct the inspection at the expense of the contractor.
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Appendix A – Sample BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement
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Appendix B – Sample Customer Dispute Resolution Policy
1. Customer complaints will be responded to by phone within 24-hours of receiving a complaint.
2. The customer shall be contacted directly by a certified professional or their supervisor,
depending on the nature of the complaint. Follow-up will not be left to administrative personnel.
3. Issues of an emergency nature shall be responded to immediately. Emergency repairs must be
made to ensure the safety of the client and the home. Emergency issues may include any of the
following: no heat in cold weather, suspected CO in the home, backdrafting of heating and/or
DHW appliances, water leaks and/or broken pipes, broken air conditioning unit in extremely hot
weather.
4. Complaints shall be documented and included in the customer’s file. This may include but not
limited to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the nature of the complaint
the name of the person responding to the complaint
copies of all written correspondence related to the complaint
dates and times of all client contact
the resolution to the complaint

5. Follow up with complaints related to the quality of work, errors, omissions in construction or
installation process and/or property damage will include a site visit and inspection of the area in
question. Photographs shall be taken of all areas identified in the complaint and kept on record
in the client file.
6. Correction of improperly installed materials and repair of damaged property shall be completed
based on mutual agreement between the client and the contractor prior to completing the repair.
Repairs that are completed prior to obtaining client approval may not be billed to the client.
7. All reasonable efforts will be made by the company to ensure a timely and fair resolution to all
customers’ issues.
8. In the unlikely event that a solution cannot be reached between contractor and the client, a
standard arbitration process will be initiated. In an effort to avoid such an undesirable
circumstance, the contractor will exhaust every reasonable measure to resolve the issue,
including three attempts to achieve complete customer satisfaction.
____________________________________________________________________________
Signature of President or Representative
_________________________
Date
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Appendix C – Sample Certificate of Insurance

63 Putnam Street, Suite 202
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
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Appendix D – Contact Information Update Form
BPI GoldStar Contractor Information for updating the database and website – Please notice that
although the fields are repetitive, not all information will be the same unless that is what you choose.
Please use your computer to type the information, save the document, and email it back to
GoldStar@bpi.org. Thank you for your assistance as we work to ensure that all of your information is
listed accurately.
DATE FORM IS COMPLETED:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
GoldStar Contractor Account Name:
DBA (If applicable):
Primary Contact:
Job Title:
Main Phone:

Extension:

Other Phone:

Extension:

Fax:

Fax Ext:

Email:
Website:
MAIL INFO:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Country if other than USA:
INVOICING INFORMATION:

Tax ID: (required)

Invoice Business Name:
Invoice Contact Name:
Job Title:
Invoice Street Address:
Invoice City:

State:

Zip:

Invoice Country:
Invoice Email:
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Invoice Phone:

Extension:

Invoice Fax:

Fax Ext:

Invoice Cell:
WEB INFORMATION:
(This is the information that will appear on the BPI website for consumers to contact you)
GoldStar Contractor Account Name:
Contact Name:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Country:
Email:
Business Phone:

Extension:

Fax:

Fax Ext:

Cell Phone:
Website:
Certified Professionals on Staff:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
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Terms and Definitions:
Applicant – An individual or business organization that is applying to participate in the BPI GoldStar
Contractor Program, and agrees in a signed BPI GoldStar Contractor Agreement that it will accept and
adhere to the terms and conditions of BPI's Policies and Procedures.
BPI GoldStar Contractor – A contracting company or organization providing home performance
services to customers, that commits to quality management systems, business practices and technical
operations necessary to ensure the consistent delivery of building performance services in
conformance to BPI Standards.
BPI GoldStar Contractor Application – The completed form and supporting documents that must be
submitted to BPI to apply for participation in the BPI GoldStar Contractor Program. Payment may be in
the form of a credit card, an ACH electronic transfer of funds from applicant's bank, check or money
order.
BPI GoldStar Contractor Quality Assurance Program – a set of requirements used to ensure
conformance to BPI Standards by BPI GoldStar Contractors.
BPI Certification – A rigorous, credible, and defensible written and field examination process
administered to individuals by BPI or its test centers, to prove knowledge, skills and professional
competency in the building performance industry designations.
BPI Certified Professional – An individual who successfully passes the BPI written and field
examination requirements for certification.
BPI Knowledge Essential Task List (KETL) – The comprehensive list of knowledge, skills and tasks
an individual is expected to demonstrate mastery of in order to earn BPI certification.
BPI Rater – An entity that complies with the requirements set by BPI to enhance the delivery of
consistent, quality focused building performance services.
Business Systems – Systems necessary for operating a contractor business, including but not limited
to modern computer, printer, scanner, internet access, telephone, accounting systems, email, credit
cards.
Certification Requirements – Requirements for certification as defined in the policies and procedures
applicable to certification.
Code of Ethics – A statement of fair dealing and honesty each BPI GoldStar Contractor must agree to
abide by in the practice of business operation.
Customer Dispute Resolution Policy – BPI GoldStar Contractors must have in place a written
customer dispute resolution policy. This policy should articulate a specific response time for the initial
customer inquiry. It should also indicate a step-by-step timeframe for responding to and resolving
customer concerns. BPI GoldStar Contractors must maintain written documentation of these
communications. BPI GoldStar Contractors shall report customer issues to BPI as they arise as part of
their normal reporting process and also report to BPI once the issue is resolved. If/when BPI is
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contacted by a customer of a BPI GoldStar Contractor, BPI will contact the contractor regarding the
issue and request that the contractor provide BPI with a resolution strategy.
DOE – U.S. Department of Energy
Non-Disclosure Agreement – A nondisclosure agreement, or an NDA, is a type of contract, or
agreement, whereby one or both parties to the agreement promise not to reveal, or disclose, certain
information for a specified period of time.
Proctor – An individual qualified by BPI to deliver examinations services on behalf of a BPI Test
Center.
Quality Assurance – The set of planned and systematic actions necessary to evaluate the
effectiveness of an organization's ability to deliver services in conformance to BPI Standards.
Quality Assurance (QA) Provider – An independent third-party entity qualified by BPI to deliver
quality assurance services under contract to BPI.
Quality Control – The observation techniques and activities used internally by an organization to
evaluate the effectiveness of its quality management system in delivering building performance
services in conformance to BPI Standards.
Quality Improvement – The application of systematic changes in the delivery of services by an
organization based on ongoing feedback on the organization's performance.
Quality Management System – The set of policies and procedures an organization commits to follow
to ensure the delivery of quality building performance contracting services which includes, but is not
limited to, quality planning, quality control, quality assurance and quality improvement.
Quality Planning – The preparatory actions companies undergo to determine the impact that their
decisions and actions will have on their quality management system.
Standards – The set of technical protocols and procedures developed through an open, transparent,
and consensus-based process relating to critical elements of the analysis and improvement of building
performance.
Test Center – An organization with appropriate staff and other resources that is qualified by BPI to
deliver testing services to expand the network of building performance industry professionals.
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